AN EXPOSITION OF
PERFORMANCE FUELLED,
CREATIVE PROGRAMMING
FOR BROADCAST.

WHAT
WE DO

HOW?

ROCK THE RADIO creates distinctive, branded content for

We’ll show you the cool way to make radio content. Then we’ll

broadcast. Our thinking is guided by three tenets:

prove it by creating a broadcast device and content campaign that
no one else has ever attempted before, because… they’re not cool.

• PERFORMANCE

It either rocks the radio, or we’re giving up this business for good!

Performance animates the content and compels the audience
to react. Audiences come to radio for performance, first.

Want spots? Not us. Want what stations oﬀer oﬀ the shelf? Not us.

Without performance, the best art, fails.

Want institution? Not us.

• RADIOART

Want to use the radio for the purpose for which the medium was

The pursuit of programming as radio art. Programming which

devised? Want surprise and daring? Want to Rock the Radio? Call!

aﬀects the lives of all who experience it, programmng which
compels the audience, which the audience will drop
everything to be a part of; programming which will succeed
with or without brand investment but which, with the brand’s
resource, will be stunning!
• IMAGING
We make content perform by imaging it. Over the top,
superfluous, deliberate, damn loud, edgy, emotive sound
to rock the radio!

SMIRNOFF
FEAR OF
MISSING OUT
NOTHING BEATS THE PARTY ON THE RADIO,
RIGHT NOW!
To launch Smirnoﬀ Black, we built the ‘No FOMO party report’.
Comprising live action from listeners’ house parties, called in to our old
school answering machine; this way the radio audience, who could not
attend physically, would never again ‘miss out’ on the party. Using a
national, Friday night radio show, ‘InstaCasts’ were produced, capturing
the action in situ from houses across the country, and broadcast, near
live, within 45 minutes! Then we connected the radio show, via video call,
to the listener’s home, surprising them and their guests with a real time,
private conversation with their favourite DJ.
Rather than the brand telling their consumers about the event, this device
enabled the consumers to tell others about their experience, as it
happened in their homes!
Smirnoﬀ Black sold out nationwide! All advertising had to be pulled to
allow for a product re-stock.

CASTROL
CHICKEN RUN
THE GREATEST RACE ON THE RADIO, EVER.
The radio version of the 1970’s blockbuster: ‘Cannonball Run’.
We consolidated the best moments of this classic with ‘Smokey and the
Bandit’ and put it on the radio. What are the chances radio listeners will
drop everything, chuck some decals on their own car doors and head oﬀ
for a car race, to criss cross an African nation, throwing wives, kids, their
jobs, cops, rules and all caution to the wind, all in the name of freedom?
This is what radio is best at. Creating adventure for the audience; an
adventure to trigger wild, original, on the street, audience made content!
See the branded 18-wheeler? What other radio promo has props and
pictures like this? The outcome: 3 successful annual races and oﬀicial
brand recall results not seen before, ever! The legacy: radio programming
that created lifetime memories for everyone who encountered it!

BLACKBERRY
BROADCAST
MY LIFE
THE PEOPLE WILL BROADCAST.
The social media revolution is overlooked by radio. Instead of running
to it, they choose mostly to compete with it. Digital allows the audience
to give stations and brands an interaction which cannot otherwise be
created in advertising. For BlackBerry, we invented Broadcast My Life, a
digital portal designed to encourage, capture and celebrate radio
audience generated content. Curated for transmission, Broadcast My Life
allowed the audience see and hear their lives reflected on radio, many for
the first time ever.
Real life radio is the 50 000 watt smartphone!
From outlandish stunts to arbitrary views inside peoples’ lives, attempts
at fame and busting police abuse, Broadcast My Life used the BlackBerry
brand to collect audiences’ stories in South Africa and Nigeria
and turn them into powerful, real, user generated, BlackBerry Smartphone assisted content that no other
station nor brand had.

PUMA
STREET
TENNIS
WHERE DARING LIVES.
Real life happens on the streets. It’s where radio needs to be. Puma was
launching a new, tennis fashion collection. Street Tennis was our way of
creating programming which would fascinate even the many who would
not get the chance to play. Imagine you get a call at 3am: “Your Puma
street tennis match is on the corner of… and … Be there in 20 minutes!”
Capture this with pictures and get it on the radio the same morning.
With flash mob thinking, the audience signed up, not for tennis but to be
surprised and participate in an idea the whole nation was speaking about.
The tournament winner was getting tickets to the French Open. The prize
meant the audience would do whatever we demanded and the station
and brand reaped the reward of content, which was from the streets, real
and most of all… daring. So few brands will do daring. Radio is the home
of daring!
For the final, only a showstopper would do: a match played live on the
radio, on the top of a skyscraper! They’d play till we had a winner or all the
balls had run out over the edge!
For the station. Invaluable brand resourced content.
For the brand. Everything PUMA represents: creative, diﬀerent, streets,
real, daring, cheeky, performance!

PREMIER
FOODS
PEOPLES
CELEBRATION
PROGRAMMING STOPS THE TRAFFIC.
When a major food producer in Africa wants to show oﬀ, they put on a
free hip-hop concert. To promote it we devised outrageous programming,
which would disrupt audiences’ lives and have them become part of the
entertainment before Snoop Dogg had even arrived. We’d stop at nothing
to prevent the CEO from getting a radio interview in which we knew, he
would blah blah blah the audience and his brand, to death!
The pièce de résistance was utilising the brand’s own, freely available resources, to shut down the city of Cape Town in rush hour traﬀic: a convoy
of bread trucks, ‘all carrying Snoop’s bling’ as he arrived in town for the
concert.
The brand was imaged as never before. We stopped the traﬀic, destroying
every radio show on the air that day as audiences frantically searched
for the station who knew what the F$%^& was going on!

LEVIS
MAKE US
FAMOUS, DUDE.
PERFORM OR DIE!
Levi- Strauss is Rock n roll. ‘Make us Famous… dude’, was radio’s chance
to become part of the teenage, music making process. A unique take on
battle of the bands, the campaign identified kids creating music, to annoy
their parents, in their garage practice rooms. We scoured the nation for
attention seeking contenders. Some placarded their towns with
newspaper billboards demanding to be made famous, some turned up
at the station refusing to move; one hired a flatbed truck and performed
through their town live in the traﬀic.
The radio show visited each band’s practice room and via remote
broadcast, discovered their story, their friends, fans and parents. With
hometowns backing their entrant, the campaign reached a crescendo in
a social media vote. Arriving by branded chopper, the winners performed,
live on radio, on their school sports field in front of the entire school, in a
performance reminiscent of the Beatles at Shea Stadium 1965.
Make us Famous… dude, brought two like minded target audiences
together to create a commercial success, matched only by the resulting
original content!

EVERYSUN
FRISBEE
RALLY
TO DARE IS TO DO!
You can’t throw a Frisbee, 500 kilometres, from Joburg to Durban!
Yes. You. Can.
2 radio stations, loads of listeners who all wanted to say “I was there
when…” and a sun care brand for whom this concept helped relaunch
their heritage product. Fired from the rooftop of the station in Joburg,
a family was engaged with taking the Frisbee on holiday (with the radio
show dj’s on their back seat), to the seaside, where a Durban family hosted
the stunt and completed the dare in a traﬀic stopping final rally stage from
the Durban station to and along the beach!
Sun, sand, choppers, kids, flippy floppies, parents, djs and one Frisbee;
the greatest summer Radio adventure, ever!

“

I create performance programming,
to start movements,
take down digital,
smash graphs,
trespass broadcast footprints,
and clog up water coolers.
I make branded content which makes the audience exclaim:
“Omigosh! I gotta drop everything and be a part of that!”
I believe that programming saves lives and
radio must perform, or die.

”

- J MARK GILLMAN

